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On the Prüfer manifold 
and a problem of Alexandroff and Hopf. 
By TUDOR GANEA in Bucharest (Roumania). 
1. Let L denote the real line, taken with discrete topology, and let P be 
the upper half-plane y > 0 of the (x, y)-plane, with its usual topology. Let M 
be the topological product LX P, and let W denote the nontriangulable ma-
nifold of PRÜFER [2; 3, p.71]. 
Theorem. M is a nonseparable metrizable space. W is a connected, nonnor-
mal, regular, locally Euclidean space. W is a decomposition space of M, and 
the corresponding identification map 90: M —• W is a continuous, open, local 
homeomorphism. 
Remarks , i) The nonnormality of W is a stronger result than the 
known fact [2] that the 2nd countability axiom fails to hold on W. For, had 
W a countable base of open sets, so would its regularity imply, by a well 
known theorem of TYCHONOFF [4], that W be normal. 
ii) P. ALEXANDROFF and H. HOPF have raised the question [1, p. 70] 
whether there exists or not a regular, nonnormal decomposition space of a 
normal space. Since the space M is- obviously normal, their problem is ans-
wered in the affirmative. Moreover, the space M is not only normal, but even 
metrizable, while the decomposition space W is not only regular, but even 
completely regular. The identification map (p: M—>-W is not only strongly 
continuous (stark stetig [1, p. 65]); it is even an open local homeomorphism. 
iii) It is known that, if X is normal and / : X—>Y is continuous and 
•closed, then Y is also normal. Our result shows that this need not hold any 
longer when closed is replaced by open. 
2; It is obvious that M = LXP is a nonseparable metrizable space. 
We shall use the complex number notation for points in P, i.' e. 
z = x + /y, with i = Y— 1. 
For each t€L, let /,: P-+P be defined by 
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This is a homeomorphism mapping P on the open set P(t) consisting 
of the points ziP which satisfy \z—t\>\. By means of the formula 
ft\A)=fil[AnP(t)l 
valid for any A c P , we shall frequently simplify the notations in the sequel. 
For any (t0,za)€M, define 
C(t0, z0) = {(/„, zn)} u {(tJtf'C (z„)')| / € L). 
If \ZD—/o| = 1» then fij(z0) is empty, hence 
C(/„,Z0) = {(/0,Z0)}; 
if-^o—/0|>1, then any (t, z) in C(t0,z0) satisfies \z—t\>\ and 
C(U, Zo) = {(/, z) I f ; 1 (z) =fTo1(z0)}. 
Any (/0, z0) € Af belongs to C(t0, z0) and it is readily seen that any two 
C(tj,Zj), j= 1, 2, are either disjoint or identical. Thus we have a decompo-
sition of the space M into disjoint closed subsets. We define1) the PROFER 
manifold W as the associated decomposition space and denote the corres-
ponding identification map by 
<p:M~* W. 
Any C(t0,z0) meets each txPcM in at most one point. For any 
A a P we have 
\ t0xA if f = fo 
hence 
(2) rl9(fo X A) = (t0 xA)u[}(t X f t f ( A ) ) . 
<61-
>) According to T. RADÖ [2, p. 107— 110J,- the PRÜFER manifold R consists of real 
points, having three real coordinates (x, y, a) subject to the conditions y > 0, (x—a)2-|-_ys<l l , 
and imaginary points (x,y,i) where x,y are reals with y > Q, while i = V—1. For each 
real a, let B(a) be the set of all the points of R, having a or i as their third coordinate; 
let also Ta be the one-one transformation of B(a) onto the upper half-plane P, defined by 
T„(x,y,a) — z and Ta(x,y,i)=fa(z), where z = x + iy and /„ is the same as above. 
A topology is introduced in R, according to which each B (a) is open in R, while Ta is a 
homeomorphism of B(a) with P [2, p. 110]. 
It is now a simple matter to realize the equivalence between RADÖ'S definition and 
the one given in the present paper. 
Let S be the transformation of M = LX P onto R, defined by 
S(t z ) = i ( X ' y , t ) w i t h z = * + '>. i f I z-<|< 1, 
I (x',y,i) with / r ' ( z ) = * • + / / , if |2-/|>1. 
The transformation Sa of P onto B(a), defined by Sa(z) = S(a,z), is one-one; its 
inverse is RADIUS T^r i. e. S"1 = Ta. Since Ta is a homeomorphism, so is S„; since each 
B(a) is open in R, it follows that S is continuous and open. Setting now y = Sg>-\ we 
'obtain the desired homeomorphism of W onto R. 
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3. Since W is obtained from M by topological identification, 9 is a 
continuous map. It is also an open map; for, if UaP is open, since each 
ft is continuous and open, (2) implies that the set cp~l<p(tx U) is open in M, 
hence (pit x U) is open in W. 
Since each C(t0,z0) meets t X P in at most one. point, cp maps each 
open subset t x p of M topologically onto the open subset cp(tXP) of W. 
It follows that <p is a local homeomorphism. 
4. Since each p£W belongs to some cp{tXP), which is open in W 
and homeomorphic to a plane, the space W is locally Euclidean. Since, for 
example, the point (¡P(0, 2i) belongs to each <p(tXP), which is a connected 
subset, the space W is connected. 
5. W is a Hausdorff space. For, let 
Pi = <P(t1, Zi)=^(p(t2, z2)=p2. 
If h = t2 = t, then zi=^z2; let UJ^ZJ (J = 1,2) be open in P, satis-
fying £A n t/2 = where is the empty set. It follows that pj€<p(tx Uj), 
which is open in W (/ = 1,2) and, since <p is univalent on t x P , 
<p(tXU1)n<p(tX[J2) = §. 
Let us now assume that U-\=t2. 
If, for example, holds, then let 
z'2 — f h f h i z ^ ) , 
hence 
(p(t2, z2) = <p(U, zx) = px =j= pi = <p(t2, z2) 
and the distinct points px,p2 may be separated by open sets as above. 
If, on the contrary, both |zi — a n d \ z 2 — h o l d , then tx =j= t2 
implies, for example, t2—A=2r>0and the open subset Uj={z\ \z—/y|<l +r} 
of P contains Zj ( / = 1 , 2 ) . Asa consequence, pj belongs to the open subset 
y f o x Uj) of W and 
<p(t1XUi)ncp(t2XU2) = § 
holds. For, the presence of a ( / = 1 , 2 ) satisfying . 
implies, since t t^=t2 , 
\Zj-̂ tj\>\ - and 
It follows that 
>• Si t\ y. 
I « — 1 = IS/—01— 
hence" 
which contradicts the definition of r. 
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6. Since W is a Hausdorff locally Euclidean space, it is locally com-
pact, regular and completely regular. 
7. It remains to show that W is not normal. For this purpose, let 
Lu U be the sets of rational, respectively irrational numbers of L. The set 
Aj = {(t,t + i)\t^Lj}'is closed in M and A^A^ — if. 
Let Fy=<p(Aj), / = 1 , 2 ; from \t + i—f| = l it follows that gp-1 (/=}) = Ait 
thus, for / = 1 , 2 , 
Fj is closed in W and /r1n/
7
2 = ^. 
Let now Vj be any open subset of W containing Fj ( / = 1 , 2); we shall 
prove that 
(3) y i n K 2 = H . 
In fact, for each t€L there exists an open disk DtczP, centered in t+i 
and such that 
t x Dt.cz <p~l(Vj), 
hence 
<p-l<p(txDt)cz(p-i(V3) if tSLj. 
For any t€L, let 
Ht = f t l (D,) <= P and G, = U Hi. 
Formula (1) implies that 
o x ^ c p x u i x a ) , ' 
t€Lj 
hence 
. O X / o i a n G O c ^ H l / O n y - H ^ ) -
Finally, (3) is a consequence of 
r W n p - T O + a, 
which follows from the inequality 
which we proceed now to prove. 
F o r / = 1 , 2 and n , / = l , 2 , . . . let 
A F ? = \t t + — €GfJ and W j = U M'j. 3 I n - J I J w 
» J n^l 
It is obvious that, for each t€Lj, t £ G3, hence t^MJ holds for 
almost all the indices «; as a consequence 
(4) _ L j C z K N j . 
Furthermore, t€r\Nj implies / + — £G, , where for each / ¡^1 . 
n. 
Assuming now 
(5) G ,nG 2 = $, 
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we obtain t£Lj, hence 
(6) ON j c zL j , 
since t€L.3-j implies t + €Gs-j for almost all the indices n. 
Since Gj is open in P, M" and Nj are open subsets of the real line R 
in its usual topology. On account of (4) and (6), we see that (5) implies that 
£,, the set of rational numbers, is a G<j in R, which is known to be im-
possible: the nonnormality of the space W is thereby completely proved. 
(Added in proof:) The author realized recently that the nonnormality 
of the Priifer manifold has already been proved by E. CALABI and M. ROSEN-
LICHT in their paper: Complex analytic manifolds without countable base, 
Proceedings American Math. Soc., 4 (1953), 335—340. 
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